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Daisy Physical information Species Domestic Dog (Canis familiaris domesticus) Gender Female Appearance White
dog with brown eyes and brown ears Status Alive Personal information Nickname(s) Daisy Gidget Chloe Buddy Mel

Sweetpea Norman Tiberius Pops The Flushed Pets (formerly) Residence An apartment in Manhattan, New York,
United States Underbelly (formerly) Owner(s) Molly Unnamed owner (formerly) Allies Max Duke Daisy Gidget Chloe
Buddy Mel Sweetpea Norman Tiberius Pops (formerly) Enemies Little Sergei Sergei Circus Wolves Max (formerly)
Duke (formerly) Gidget (formerly) Chloe (formerly) Buddy (formerly) Mel (formerly) Sweetpea (formerly) Norman

(formerly) Tiberius (formerly) Pops (formerly) Production information Voiced by Kevin Hart Appearances The Secret
Life of Pets The Secret Life of Pets 2 Daisy is a white dog, the protagonist in The Secret Life of Pets , and the

protagonist in The Secret Life of Pets 2 . She is the former leader of The Flushed Pets. In The Secret Life of Pets 2,
she adopts the superhero alter ego Dog Woman, a persona which is given to her by her owner. She is voiced by

Scarlett Johansson.
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In a Manhattan apartment building, Maxs life as a favorite pet is turned upside-down, when his
owner brings home sloppy mongrel Duke. They must put their quarrels aside when they learn that
adorable white bunny Snowball is building an army of lost pets determined to wreak revenge. You

can stream it or you can download the full movie of The Secret Life of Pets from iTunes. You can also
watch it on Netflix. To start streaming or downloading click on the button below the review. You can
expect the film to be available in several languages with subtitles. However, the much-sought Hindi
and Tamil languages might not be available. Before you make your download watch the trailer When
it comes to producers of animated films, they are very similar to the producers of live-action films:
They are all humans, and while some are more likely to lean towards comedy, others tend to favor
drama. As the line between the two moves more and more, it can be difficult to categorize. As for
the Pet series, they range from the animals getting into trouble (Shrek the Third) to them learning

lessons about friendship (Bolt) and the importance of family (Finding Dory). The Secret Life of Pets 2
most definitely falls in the former category. Some of the casting looks questionable. Hart is usually a
funny guy, but his character here is laughable and sad. After all, he's supposed to be a superhero -
but he's really just a regular pet owner. Haddish is by far the best thing about this movie. In fact,

she's such a good character foil for Hart, that for a second it looks like the director has forgotten that
she's also the one who woke up at the top of the story. It's not that The Secret Life of Pets was

terrible. It just wasn't very good. Granted, it had a big budget and was produced by Warner Brothers.
But even so, it could have been better than it was. It was enjoyable, but not great. It was fun and

funny, but maybe just a little too dark and scary for some young children. Maybe this movie will live
up to its promise when it reaches young kids. 5ec8ef588b
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